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ICHOM 2023 was the second most attended 

Conference, and 73% of delegates were first-time 

attendees

600
Participants

115
Speakers

46
Countries

6
Continents

45
Hours

133
Abstracts

Yes
73%

No
27%

First Time at the ICHOM 
Conference

“My first time attending the ICHOM 

conference has been truly truly 

opening I am fuelled with ideas that I 

hope to share and implement with my 

team and I have made some great 

connections”
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Delegates’ Profile: Largest proportion of delegates were from a Provider 

background, with industry/consultancy 25%, govt/regulatory/payer 16%.

ICHOM 2023

Note: There is still a need to 

increase participation form patients 

and insurers
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Delegates’ Profile: the majority of participants came from European 

countries but there was good attendance from Saudi, Singapore and Brazil

ICHOM 2023

35%

45
Hours

As anticipated, the majority of

participants came from European 

countries. In the 2024 event, there 

was a notably greater presence of 

North American delegates compared 

to any of the previous European-

based events.

Largest delegations came from: 

Spain, Netherlands, USA, UK, Saudi 

Arabia, Switzerland, Canada, 

Singapore, France, Brazil
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General Feedback: this was our best-rated event yet, with nearly 80% rating it 

as “Excellent” or “Good”
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E XC E L L E N T G O O D S A T I S F A C T OR Y P O O R

OVERALL EXPERIENCE

2023 2022 2019

The survey response rate has seen a substantial improvement compared to previous years, reaching 39.5%, with 

237 survey respondents, as opposed to the 16.22% rate in 2022, which had 75 respondents.
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Testimonials

“It has been incredible to be a part of exchanging great ideas, case studies and practical solutions 

to common VBHC challenges. They say that if you’re the smartest person in the room, you’re in 

the wrong room - ICHOM was the right room”

“Amazing, patient centred, well organised, meeting with good food, good time to connect with 

likeminded people”

“…offers the opportunity to share progresses, learn from others and build new projects 

together”

“brings all aspects of VBHC together in a pressure cooker, and also brings the patient’s voice 

more explicitly to the table”

“offers a unique convening of global leaders in value based care. It's not to be missed”.

“Attending the ICHOM conference was an eye opener, implementation of VBHC needs putting 

the patient at the centre and one can start small, no need to boil the ocean!”

“This event was extremely enlightening and stimulating”

“Combines industry state of the art with academic knowledge. Excellent value for money for 

academics in healthcare management”

“Anyone interested 

in delivering VBHC 

should have the 

ICHOM conference 

in their calendar”
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